
The STEM of the solutions. Strong fibers are removed from the stem. They can 
then be made into a mash, flattened, and dried into quality paper. The fibers can also be 
spun into fine cloth.

LEAF your worries behind. The leaves are removed and dried like hay. They are 
a great food source for cattle and other livestock.

ProSEED to be amazed. Aside from being tasty to eat the seeds have the most 
uses. They can be ROASTED LIKE COFFEE and made into a coffee alternative. The seeds 
are rich in oil when put through a press. It’s commonly used as a SUBSTITUTE FOR OLIVE 

OIL . The oil cake left behind can be warm pressed yielding a less valuable OIL USED FOR 

SOAP AND CANDLE MAKING AND IN WOOL DRESSING . It can also be used as a DRYING 

OIL for mixing paint and is excellent as a LUBRICANT. The oil cake can be FED TO MANY 

FARM ANIMALS .

No need to PETAL the benefits. They yield a yellow dye. Specific varieties 
cultivated by the Hopi Native Americans of SW America yeild a purple-black dye.

Sunflowers are super dope. Ancient Aztecs revered the heliocentric radi-
ance of the flower. If an entire civilization worshipped a flower you know 
it’s probably got more going on than just looks. Pretty much every part of 
a sunflower can be processed into something hella useful. 
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SOME BACKGROUND
Sunflowers were first used as a supplementary fat source for hunter gatherer 
societies. They’re suggested to have been domesticated in the Americas 
even before corn. 

They were discovered by Europeans and seeds were quickly exported across 
the Atlantic in the beginning of the sixteenth century to Spain where it was 
mostly used as decoration.

In the eighteenth century Peter the Great of Russia brought it back with 
him from Holland. The original sunflower was scienced by Vasili Pustovoit 
to produce larger seeds for oil production. By the early nineteenth century 
Russia was growing over two million acres a year. 

From there the sunflower looped back to North America along with popular-
izing in Asian countries.
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TOP 5 COUNTRIES
GROWING THEM

* Argentina > China > Romania

Ukraine
8.39 million mt (metric tons) Russian Federation

7.99 million mt

Combined total of 3 leading states*
7.09 million mt
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